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About This Game

"Everburning battles between light and shadow,
 clanging through the time,

 destroying even the most beautiful meadow,
 the song of war has no sense and has no rhyme."

 Book of Tears, discovered 17 years ago in the Zunkara sector, age: unknown

For centuries, there was peace in this region of the universe. But dark shadows appeared at the border of this galaxy. Some call
them angels, others call them demons. You are an ork from the honourable Nightork tribe, piloting your well proven Warg
XJ-85 spaceship. You don't know what the angles or demons are, but a few weeks ago, they attacked in the Darharra sector.
Planet Brog is under heavy siege now. You have to free this planet and save many lives. You travel with your ship to planet

Brog...

Nightork Adventures - Beyond the Moons of Shadalee has the following features:

Pilot your spaceship through procedurally generated dungeons.

Fight against evil demons, to save the galaxy in 30 missions.

Build your own levels with the included level editor.
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You can shoot projectiles in three different colors: red, green and blue.

Each enemy ship has a specific color.

You have to complement the enemies to white color.

E.g. if an enemy is yellow, shoot it with blue projectiles.
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Title: Nightork Adventures - Beyond the Moons of Shadalee
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Warptear Entertainment
Publisher:
Warptear Entertainment
Release Date: 23 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual-Core 3 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon 5770 / Nvidia GTX 550 Ti

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: On-Board Sound

Additional Notes: Monitor resolution 1024*768

English
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The Crowfather. Another side scrolling shmup brought over by Capcom. The enemies and stages remind me of the gradius
games and the more weapon unlocks reminds me of MSX Gradius 2 (although done differently). There are no options(the
energy mimic) in this game though, you can change between 2 different sub weapons and all your weapons choices can be
upgraded by picking up the power ups. Not a bad shmup, the gfx brings back the gradius days.. I didn't play much yet, but I'm
giving it a recommend anyway. I love metroidvania style games, and the graphics and movesets are really interesting. The dev
just needs more time, which is why I'm happy to hold off playing until it's all nicely finished. Not an expensive game :). What a
fun tower defense game! Nothing groundbreaking mechanically but being forced to plan your tower placement before the level
begins is a unique challenge and the different shapes of the towers is the real source of the fun for me. It's definitley easy for the
first dozen levels and some of the voice work can be grating after the 30th time. Don't be afraid to snag this game for yourself
or any young children who like games like Plants Vs Zombies or Kingdom Rush.. Sonic 3D Blast, also known as Sonic 3D
Flickies' Island in Europe, is isometric take on a mix of Sonic platforming, serving as a spinoff to the franchise, and Flicky
collecting'n'leading hot action. It was developed by Travellers Tales and Sonic Team, former doing main programmer job while
latter came with game design ideas and some more. Well, they did want Sonic 3 to be isometric to begin with. Also riding on
whole pre-rendered trend that went hip with Donkey Kong Country. Published by Sega in 1996 in the West only. 32 Megabit
ROM, the biggest that Sega Genesis can see at a single time.
There also were Saturn and PC versions, made near the end of development of this supposed \u201cGenesis swan song\u201d,
replacing the cancelled Sonic X-Treme. Saturn had improved graphics, redbook soundtrack, different actual 3D special stages,
analog input. It's technically the best version. PC version was similar but lacked few graphics and had 2D parody of special
stages, yet had autosave feature.
Sonic Blast on Game Gear is a different game despite fitting in marketing-wise.

The game that you have here is nothing more than emulation of Sega Genesis version.

I don't usually talk about mods, but Director's Cut exists and it was made by game's main programmer so it's sorta semi-official.
None the less, back to what Sega gives us there.

Now, technical part about Sega's emulation here:
The Sega Classic games that you purchase on Steam count as DLCs for "Sega Mega Drive & Genesis Classics" game that should
appear in your library.
It has Bedroom HUB which is the one with many features yet lags for many and Simply Launcher which lacks Workshop and
Online but at least it works just fine for everybody.
However, Simple Launcher has it's fair share of glitches as well. It can crash. And it does the second time you go to main menu,
so always quit after saving there so it doesn't crash when you want to save next time!
Emulation itself, mostly sound, isn't that good but it does it's job. Also, yes, emulator supports quick saves.
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As alternative, you can use external emulator to run games that you purchased. Sega kindly placed in all games that you
purchased in "uncompressed ROMs" folder that program itself doesn't use, just change file extension to ".bin" or so. The file for
this one being "SONIC3D_UE.68K".
I also demand you to read digital manual of this game first. You can find it here on store page or go to "manuals" folder of game
root and open "S3DB_MG_EFIGS_US.pdf".

Robotnik has discovered that Flickies on Flickies's Island can actually travel between dimensions by using huge rings. So he
trapped them all in Badnik robots to search for Chaos Emeralds. These robots aren't any different, no dimension travel there.
Sonic is back here and ready to save em all while his two gang members chill around.

The core gameplay keeps the Sonic formula going. You can run around and you can jump. Seeing how it's isometric it has a
separate button that you can roll with. Or spindash if standing still. You still defeating enemies by either jumping or rolling.
Albeit using slopes by rolling doesn't play a big role here at all, these are weak slopes. The controls have some inertia to it,
pleasently. Too bad Sonic can't immediately turn 180 degrees around, he does a small circle. Still uses rings health system where
as long as you have any rings you will survive a hit but then you have to recover all the scattered rings.

It's a rather forgiving pleasant take on isometric style. You can run in all 8 directions. It hides nothing important behind walls.
There are shadows for everything. The floor always has checkered tiles so you can measure, borders are clearly defined. While
Sonic is a bit too fast, the game doesn't require much precision platforming. Well, there are few but you can cheese most of
them by using nearby spring pad or so. The levels are varied as well, some having sorta puzzle elements. Spinning pads are great
on the second zone.
Protip: You can break ice spikes in Diamond Dust by rolling into them.

Powerups are back through breakable monitors. Invincibility, extra life, speed up, so on. By the way, Sonic icons that aren't in
monitors aren't extra lives by medals. Collect 10 of them and you will get a continue. There are shields, each giving you extra hit
against normal stuff. Blue one is immune electricity, red shields protects from fire, golden one gives you active ability where
you do
Protip: Get a red shield in a Volcano Valley or die.

Each zone has two acts, along with a boss one. The first two acts are divided into two-three stages. And in each stage you have to
save five flickies. That means there are only five badniks in a stage and most of them are static non-threats. Not too exciting. At
least game somewhat makes up with stage hazards. But the game is still too easy. Then you break those robots and have to grab
birds. This is where Flicky inspiration comes in. The birds will follow you in a line and they can be broken off with projectiles
after which they scatter around. It worked in Flicky which was a tight 2D game where you constantly get chased by cats, you
would die if they touch you and simply scatted lines of flickies if they touch those. With risk-reward applied as you got score by
bringing in bigger lines and that would lead to getting extra lives in a tough game. Here? Not a tight design, it's just there.
Projectiles may throw birds off but that just happens, not something you pay attention to. Collecting birds over lava is pain.
There is too much space, nothing chasing you. Yea. It's just there, just making you spend a bit more time in levels and thus isn't
exciting.

There is usual optional quest for 7 Chaos Emeralds. Actually, they look like Halls candies, which would explain why Sonic can't
turn into Super Sonic. Super makes games too easy anyway. You do get an extra final boss and good ending however, that's
good. To get an emerald you must find Tails or Knuckles first, just chilling. Both of them appear in each act, hiding or
appearing somewhere in previous stage once you progress, feel free to backtrack. Last appearing in Volcano Valley. It does
mean you can get two emeralds per act, one from each. You get extra life on repeat. Just give these fams 50 rings. Though they
will take and store any amount so don't bump into them.
After that you get into a special stage. You run over bridge, collect rings and avoid bombs. It looks incredibly smooth, the best
on Mega Drive. Albeit gameplay is a bit plain and is too easy. Still fun.

There are usual bosses. Robotnik every time. Most often you just wait for him to get down and hit him, then avoid his stuff,
repeat. Varied health. Not bad but not too cool.
Protip: For Volcano Valley boss instead of trying to get into pipes first, you should curve your jump off side floor to hit
Robotnik then you will be bounced backward onto pipes.
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Not much options. Just sound test and controls. Bare minimum!

As for graphics. Well. They tried to do DKC thing with prerendered sprites because it was still cool, albeit 1996 was somewhat
late. Which isn't the smartest thing to do on Genesis, as compared to SNES it has low amount of colors. Still, devs deserve some
love for managing to create smooth vibrant world. And fitting intro FMV into Genesis cartridge is just awesome. Too bad that
ending is just a bunch of images with text.
Music is great too. Chiptune goodness, the best from few composers on the project.

Overall, eh. Mixing Flicky and Sonic is a nice idea, as evidenced by game like Wiz'n'Liz, albeit that one was only somewhat
Flicky. But this isometric execution of it is weak. I still wouldn't call it a bad game. Pick only if you want some chill isometric
platformer.
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One of the good projects, which was released recently.. this game is very PD2\/Gta\/CSGO feel to it tho it would be even better
if had oculas support
. It's old, it got bugs, but it works. For me at least, with Win8. Rather simple when comparing to Master of Orion 3, which might
be a good thing for someone.. Just more runes for swords. To the Moon, too! is a sensitive and delicate continuation of a
touching and so well written story. The adventure of two characters so fundamental to the game (The platypus and the rabbit) in
their mission to reach the moon. Beautifully designed pages with few words and a sweet and beautiful conclusion.
Recommended for everyone who fell in love with To the Moon.. Let's see here. We have a flaming head man that throws skulls,
the All-New, All-Different version of the Sorcerer Supreme and a complete re-vamp of a previous map form the preivous Lego
Marvel game that has some new and interesting things. Yup i actually really like this DLC. Why? Because the msision is pretty
cool.

But first the Characters. We get a re-vamped Doctor Strange and Dormammu. So instead of just another Doc Strange skin and
just re-using "Doormouseguy" from the last game they actually changed them around a bit. For one thing Dormammu shoots
skulls completely differently, has a fire beam instead of a green magic beam and can fly. All while the good Doctor has an axe
but still with the same abilities as the classic version in the actuall game. Also another Vvideo-game appearance for Clea
although instead of being a team-up hero and a vendor, she is a full playable charcater. Seriously Marvel Heroes 2016, hurry up
and make CLea playable because in this game she is fun to use. And there are just other run of the mill bad guys which is fine.
It helps flesh out the DLC.

No vehicles but most of the charaters can fly anyway so no big loss.

The mission re-uses the Sanctum Sanctorium level map from the last game but with new breakable stuff, new minikit locations
and for the first time ever The Dark Dimension. So instead of having the two different characters in separate rooms, they are
separate dimensions each fighting their own villain while helping each other to fight their villain. It is really cool. and then you
know, Lego prop humour in the puzzle-solving and level-advancement. Like the TV that Dormammu is watching that you turn
off using a remote and then unplug. And the rollercoaster that takes a photo of you. Classic Lego game.

All-in-all the Season Pass itself is worth it but if you just want this, no-sweat. It is easily worth your time and money.
Recommened.. Pretty nice game to play alone i won tlie good job. Good installment in the series... Degraded quality compared
to the previous versions of the game. Too bad, the music is actually good.. A charming short and simple game back when it was
first released on NewGrounds. The remaster is basically to get the game to work on bigger screens and off of flash. I love this
game game back then, I still love being the tentacle monster fascinated by a stray wondering balloon. It has Multiple endings, a
number of objects your tentacles can interact with.
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